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imagine if...
...the
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actually
worked
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Included in
this project

avideo collaboration
aAV solutions
meeting room design
digital signage

aintegrated systems
atechnical consultancy
aproject management
events
AV hire

amaintenance/support
Contact our
projects team

Avecto solutions prevent cyber-attacks.
Avecto’s endpoint security software has seen phenomenal demand around the
world, where it protects more than 8 million endpoints at some of the largest
brands. The company has three international
offices and a growing network of channel partners.
Project overview

The risks and rewards of being first with
the Microsft Surface Hub
Avecto did its research on the Hub but it remained partly a
gamble to be one of the earliest adopters, before anyone
had really had the chance to explore this multi-functional
beast in the field. One of the attractions was that “no one
else had one.” It was hoped that the Surface Hub would
create a stir, internally and externally, and that Avecto
would be seen as an advanced business that embraces the
latest in converged technology.

Technology... is the enabler
At the time that Avecto’s new Surface Hubs were installed,
the company was going through enormous change, with
office moves and major fit-outs. Neil Proctor, Avecto IT
Manager, found in Carillion Communications a technology
expert he describes as “very professional, knowledgeable
and thorough.”
Neil has since asked Carillion to work with him on the
plans for further AV installation at Avecto’s head office.

New company broadcasts and the
potential for collaboration
Avecto directors recently conducted a webinar to the whole
company using the Surface Hub and were able to engage
with audiences in the US, UK and continental Europe.
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Project: Upgrade A/V equipment
Objective:
To install a high-impact display
unit that enables users to start a
meeting simply by picking up a
pen, use an infinite white board,
hold video collaboration, allow
device sharing
Location: Manchester
Tech spec:
84” and 55” Microsoft Surface
Hub supply, integration and
training
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